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Abstract. Glucocorticoids (GCs), the most downstream effectors of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, are key
mediators in the interaction between immune and neuroendocrine systems. They exert their biological actions mainly through
binding to their intracellular receptor, the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), which in turn influences gene expression by interacting
with transcription factors and/or coregulators. GR abnormal function has been extensively associated to stress-related disorders,
inflammatory and autoimmune diseases. Therefore, modulating GR activity is critical to overcome pathological conditions.
The final outcome of GCs actions in the immune and neuroendocrine systems is regulated at multiple levels, including post-
translational modifications (PTMs) of GR as well as of protein complexes involved in GR signaling. Understanding the influence
of PTMs on the molecular mechanisms involved in GR signaling is thus of utmost importance in the search for therapeutic
strategies aimed at modulating GR responses under pathophysiological circumstances, and to understand the neuroimmune
circuits.
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GLUCOCORTICOIDS IN THE IMMUNE
AND NEUROENDOCRINE SYSTEM

Glucocorticoids

The hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis
plays a fundamental role in the response to external and
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internal stimuli. Activation of the HPA axis is a tightly
regulated process that occurs both in a circadian way
and in response to stress. Upon activation of the HPA
axis, two neuropeptides, corticotropin-releasing hor-
mone (CRH) and vasopressin (AVP), are released by
the parvocellular neurons of the hypothalamic paraven-
tricular nucleus (PVN) into the portal vessel system to
activate the synthesis of propiomelanocortin (POMC)
in the anterior pituitary. POMC is then processed to
corticotropin (ACTH), among other peptides; ACTH
then stimulates the adrenal cortex to secrete glucocor-
ticoids (GCs) into the blood stream -cortisol in humans
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and corticosterone in roedents- [1]. GCs are therefore
the most downstream effectors of the HPA axis and
will trigger different responses depending on cellular
context and target tissue. As a consequence, GCs
exhibit a wide spectrum of biological activities that
range from metabolic to the well-characterized anti-
inflammatory and immunosuppressive actions.

GCs are corticosteroid hormones that share a com-
mon precursor, cholesterol, with progestins, androgens
and estrogens. They are naturally occurring small
lipophilic compounds that display a broad range
of actions during stress responses, including regu-
lation of the cardiovascular tone, fluid volume and
responses to hemorrhage, immunity and inflamma-
tion, metabolism, neural function and behavior, and
reproduction [2]. In particular, extensive attention
has been given to the effects of GCs in the regula-
tion of the immune system and immune responses,
since GCs are the most potent anti-inflammatory and
immunosuppressive drugs known so far. Their abil-
ity to down-regulate inflammatory processes mainly
relies in the inhibition of the expression of multiple
inflammatory genes -encoding cytokines, chemokines,
adhesion molecules and inflammatory enzymes- and
their biological actions. In turn, inhibition of the
expression of such inflammatory molecules culminates
in the alteration of immune and non-immune cells
functions involved in this response. GCs alter the activ-
ity of both non-lymphoid inflammatory cells, such
as macrophages, neutrophils, basophils, eosinophils,
mast cells, endothelial cells and fibroblasts, as well as
lymphoid cells (T and B cells), by down-regulating
their activity and/or activation [3, 4]. Since GCs are
the ultimate connection between the HPA axis and the
immune system, understanding the fine-tuning of GCs
actions is crucial.

GCs are extensively used in the pharmacological
treatment of inflammatory, allergic and autoimmune
disorders and in the treatment of transplanted patients
to avoid organ rejection. However, their use is often
accompanied by undesirable side effects. These side
effects result from targeting different organs and
systems, apart from the immune system, including
skin; skeleton and muscles; eye; gastrointestinal tract;
central nervous system (CNS) and endocrine, car-
diovascular and immune systems. Severity of these
side effects varies from mild, like hypertrichosis –
enhanced hair growth-, to extreme and even life threat-
ening, like gastric hemorrhage [5]. Therefore, and even
though much effort has been spent on this matter, the
search for drugs bearing strong immunomodulatory
and immunosuppressive actions like GCs with reduced

or no collateral effects is still an unresolved issue. Deci-
phering the molecular mechanisms that underlie GCs
actions is critical to achieve this goal.

Glucocorticoid receptor

Due to their lipophilic nature, GCs diffuse freely
through the cell membrane into the cytoplasm where
they exert their main actions by binding to their intra-
cellular receptor. The glucocorticoid receptor (GR)
is a hormone-activated transcription factor (TF) that
belongs to the nuclear steroid/thyroid receptor super-
family [6].

Like many other nuclear receptors, GR is a modular
protein that consists of an N-terminal domain, encom-
passing a transactivation domain called activation
function 1 (AF-1) that is responsible for transcrip-
tional activation and association with certain basal
transcription factors; a DNA-binding domain (DBD),
which bears a dimerization domain that plays a role in
GR dimerization and DNA-binding; and a C-terminal
ligand-binding domain (LBD), containing a second
transactivation domain (AF-2) regulated by hormone
binding [7]. The LBD also encompasses a dimer inter-
face critical for GR function [8] and a heat-shock
protein (Hsp) 90 binding site. Interestingly, point muta-
tions within the LBD alter the activities of bound
coregulators, which are critical for GR-mediated tran-
scription -as it will be discussed later- without altering
their binding [9].

GR activation is tightly regulated by a dynamic mul-
tiprotein complex. This chaperone complex includes
heat-shock proteins, such as Hsp90 and Hsp70, and
immunophilins, such as the FK506 binding protein
(FKBP) 51 and FKBP52 [10]. Upon ligand binding,
GR undergoes a conformational change that pro-
motes its translocation to the nucleus where it recruits
regulatory cofactor complexes and influences gene
transcription [11]. Translocation to the nucleus is a
dynamic process; GR retains the ability to shuttle
between the nucleus and the cytoplasm and is not
statically retained into the nucleus [12]. Against pre-
vious beliefs, it is now accepted that GR does not
dissociate from its chaperone complex when bind-
ing to its ligand but instead remains associated within
this complex to translocate to the nucleus. Indeed,
integrity of the chaperone complex seems to be critical
for GR nuclear translocation [13, 14]. The relevance
of Hsp90 on GR activity has been extensively doc-
umented [10, 15–17]. In particular, pharmacological
disruption of Hsp90 function has proven to be a use-
ful tool to shed light upon the importance of Hsp90
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in regulating immune and neuroendocrine responses
in a GR-dependent manner. Inhibition of Hsp90 was
found to interfere with the anti-inflammatory actions
of ligand-activated GR [18, 19], apparently by atten-
uating GR inhibition of pro-inflammatory TFs [20].
Moreover, inhibition of Hsp90 chaperoning function
in a neuroblastoma cell line leads to reduced GR
transactivation by interfering with GR-Hsp90 associ-
ation, and induced-GR proteasomal degradation [21].
It also impairs GR retrograde movement in neurites
from NT2 stem cells differentiated into neuronal phe-
notype, while inducing GR degradation as well [22].
In addition, altering GR-Hsp90 interaction impacts on
stress-related behavior in vivo [23–25].

Not only Hsp90 but also other components of the
GR-Hsp90 heterocomplex play critical roles in reg-
ulating GR function. On this matter, it was recently
reported that immunophilin composition of the GR
chaperone complex can either enhance or repress GR
translocation, since FKBP51 delays GR nuclear trans-
port while FKBP52 binding to dynein appears to be
responsible for FKBP52 mediated enhancement of GR
nuclear translocation [26, 27]. Interestingly, FKBP51
gene (FKBP5) expression is up-regulated by ligand-
activated GR through distant-acting enhancers [28],
suggesting the existence of an ultra-short negative
feedback loop regulating GR activation. Alterations
in both FKBP51 and FKBP52 have been implicated
in impaired GR signaling and stress-related disorders
associated to HPA axis disfunction. On one hand, poly-
morphisms in the co-chaperone FKBP5 gene have been
associated to differential up-regulation of FKBP51
following GR activation and differences in GR sensi-
tivity and stress hormone system regulation. Enhanced
expression of FKBP51 following GR activation leads
to an increased GCs resistance and decreased effi-
ciency of the negative feedback loop. This deregulated
stress response might be a risk factor for stress-related
psychiatric disorders [29]. Moreover, FKBP51 has
also been associated to immune-related diseases and
inflammation. Its role in these pathologies is appar-
ently mediated not only by its cochaperone function
but also by its ability to modulate nuclear factor-kB
(NF-kB) dependent gene expression [30]. On the other
hand, FKBP52 has also been proposed as a therapeutic
target based on results obtained in in vivo experiments
with knockout mice [31]. In particular, heterozygous
FKBP52 knockout mice were found to display an
altered phenotype regarding behavioral parameters
and neuroendocrine levels under basal and chronic
stress conditions. Alteration in these parameters is
most likely due to reduced GR sensitivity [32], high-

lighting the importance of FKBP52 function on GR
activity.

Mechanism of action

Once in the nucleus, GR can regulate transcription
of target genes either in a positive or negative fash-
ion. GR transcriptional activation is mainly achieved
by GR binding as a homodimer to specific palin-
dromic DNA consensus sequences, the glucocorticoid
response elements (GREs). By this mechanism of
transactivation, GR positively regulates target genes
bearing GREs in their regulatory regions [3]. Recently,
it has been demonstrated that GR binding mostly
occurs at pre-existing regions of open chromatin, there-
fore postulating chromatin structure as a plausible
mechanism for the observed cell-selective GR occu-
pancy patterns [33, 34]. It has also been described that
GR can positively influence gene transcription by bind-
ing to the so-called composite sites, where GREs and
other TF binding sites are involved [11].

On the other hand, transcriptional repression of tar-
get genes is mainly achieved by GR protein – protein
interaction with other TFs. By this mechanism of tran-
srepression, GR interferes with other TFs activities
such as activating protein-1 (AP-1), NF-kB and T-
box expressed in T cells (T-bet) [35, 36]. GR does not
directly bind to DNA but is instead recruited to other
TFs binding sites, called tethering elements, through
direct protein physical interaction [3, 37].

Negative regulation of target genes can also be
achieved by GR DNA binding through interaction of
monomeric GR with negative GREs (nGRE), even
though it has not been considered until recently as a
widespread mechanism for GR transcriptional repres-
sion. A genome-wide conserved family of palindromic
nGREs has been identified to mediate transrepression
by direct binding of ligand-bound GR and sequen-
tial assembly of a repressing complex [38]. Taking
the thymic stromal lymphopoetin (TSLP) promoter as
a model, it was demonstrated that GR binds to the
nGREs along this promoter in such a conformation
that prevents DNA-mediated dimerization, in contrast
to the DNA-mediated dimerization found on activat-
ing GREs. Binding to these nGRE sequences alters
the conformation of GR residues that are critical for
transcriptional activation so that negative regulation is
accomplished [39].

Activation or repression of target genes is achieved
by GR recruitment of coregulators that serve as coac-
tivators or corepressors, respectively, to responsive
regulatory regions [40, 41]. GR ligands with agonistic
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or antagonistic properties apparently induce a partic-
ular GR conformation that allows for the recruitment
of coactivators or corepressors to the complex, thereby
modulating the final outcome. Ligand-selective inter-
action of the GR with different coregulators may
provide a feasible biochemical explanation for ligand-
selective and promoter-specific differences observed in
both transactivation and transrepression mechanisms
[42–44].

Coactivators include a wide range of proteins
that enhance nuclear receptor-dependent transcription
through interaction with the ligand-bound receptor.
They generally mediate interaction between nuclear
receptors and the general transcription machinery.
In addition, most of the coactivators also display
enzymatic activities that contribute to their function
in promoting transcription, such as histone acetyl-
transferase (HAT) and histone methyl-transferase.
They mediate chromatin remodeling and facilitate the
association of RNA polymerase II complex with the
general transcription machinery at the promoter of the
target gene [45]. Competition for coactivator recruit-
ment was initially proposed as an explanation for
transcriptional repression exerted by nuclear recep-
tors. It was hypothesized that competition for limiting
amounts of coactivators that are common to many
intracellular signaling pathways may account, at least
partly, for GR inhibitory effects on other TFs activ-
ities. In particular, both AP-1 and GR recruit cAMP
response element binding protein (CREB)-binding
protein (CBP) and p300 upon activation. Therefore,
competition for relatively low intracellular levels of
CBP/p300 was proposed to explain AP-1 transcrip-
tional inhibition in the presence of ligand-activated
GR [46]. However, this hypothesis was later discarded.
An updated study on GR-dependent transrepression
of AP-1 showed that GCs can mediate suppression
of the AP-1-driven interleukin (IL)-6 promoter and
other AP-1 driven genes independently of the levels
of coexpressed coactivators [47]. As for AP-1, it was
also demonstrated that GR-mediated transrepression of
other inflammatory TFs, such as NF-kB, occurs regard-
less of coactivators levels [48]. Interestingly, it has been
demonstrated that GR tethered at AP-1 and NF-kB tar-
get sites through protein interaction does not compete
but instead alters coactivator recruitment required for
gene activation, resulting in diminished gene expres-
sion. For example, interaction of NF-kB with both
coactivators interferon regulatory transcription factor
(IRF) 3 and the positive transcription elongation factor
b (PTEFb) is impeded by GR tethered to NF-kB-
binding site, thereby inhibiting gene expression [49].

Nevertheless, the occurrence of active transre-
pression mechanisms should not be disregarded.
Recruitment of corepressors by unliganded or
antagonist-bound nuclear receptors partly accounts
for inhibition of gene expression. Two major core-
pressors identified to interact with GR are nuclear
receptor corepressor (NCoR) and silencing mediator
of retinoid and thyroid hormone receptor (SMTR)
[50]. An interesting example arises from glucocorti-
coid receptor interacting protein (GRIP) 1, which is
recruited by GR upon ligand binding. GRIP1 belongs
to the p160/steroid receptor coactivator (SRC) fam-
ily of coregulators [51]. It has been demonstrated that
GRIP1, apart from its coactivator activity, displays
corepressor activity when recruited to GR tethered AP-
1 target sites. This inhibitory effect of GRIP1 was not
mimicked by other members of the p160 coactivator
family. Indeed, GRIP1 corepressor activity mapped to
a region of the protein with no evident similarity to the
other members’ sequences and was specific of the GR
repressive complex built at AP-1 tethering site [52].
A recent study on GR-regulation of LPS-stimulated
macrophages gene expression showed that GRIP1 is
equally recruited to both up- and down-regulated genes
[53]. Mechanisms switching GRIP1 from coactivator
to corepressor or viceversa, depending on the context,
remain yet to be elucidated.

Other corepressors that are recruited by GR to tran-
srepressed genes are histone deacetylases (HDACs).
Opposite to HAT activity that is generally associ-
ated with transcriptional activation, HDAC activity is
widely linked to transcriptional silencing [54]. There-
fore, recruitment of HDACs to GR negatively regulated
genes contributes to inhibit their expression. The best
documented example in this regard is HDAC2. Acti-
vated GR targets this deacetylase to inflammatory gene
promoters in order to suppress their activity [37, 55].
Moreover, HDAC activity appears to be important for
transrepression not only regarding immunosuppressive
and anti-inflammatory actions of GCs but also at the
neuroendocrine level. In particular, HDAC2 is involved
in GR mediated repression of POMC gene expres-
sion. POMC is down-regulated by ligand-activated GR
as part of the negative feedback loop regulating the
secretion of GCs under stress. Upon GC stimulation
both GR and HDAC2 are recruited to POMC pro-
moter leading to a reduction in histone acetylation [56].
Interestingly, HDAC3 has been suggested as a puta-
tive mediator in GR negative transcriptional feedback
over its own promoter, since ligand-induced repres-
sion of GR gene transcription is mediated by assembly
of a GR, NCoR1 and HDAC3-containing repression
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complex at the proximal promoter region of the GR
gene [57]. Recently, acetylation of histone H3 was
shown to be reduced upon GC treatment in repressed
enhancers of both unstimulated and LPS-stimulated
macrophages and this decrement was found to correlate
with enrichment in HDAC occupancy [53].

Surprisingly, HDACs have also been associated to
GR-dependent transcriptional activation. It was first
demonstrated that treatment with a HDAC inhibitor
prevented GCs-induced expression of the mouse mam-
mary tumor virus (MMTV) [58]. Accordingly, HDAC1
was shown to be required for ligand-induced GR-
dependent MMTV promoter activation. HDAC1 is
recruited to the GR coactivator complex. In turn, after
an initial peak of increase in the promoter activity, the
promoter is subjected to rapid suppression. This event
correlates with inactivation of HDAC1 within the com-
plex. Therefore, HDAC1 deacetylase activity appears
to be critical for GR-dependent MMTV-promoter acti-
vation [59]. Together with HDAC1, HDAC2 was also
found to be critical for GR-mediated transactivation,
since knockdown of HDAC1 or HDAC2 separately
decreased MMTV transcription. Furthermore, knock-
down of both deacetylases had a synergistic effect
on MMTV transcription [60]. A wider approach later
demonstrated that a HDAC inhibitor significantly
reduced GR-transactivation at half of GCs-induced
analyzed genes, by inhibiting GCs-induced transcrip-
tion. In this study, HDAC1 was also identified to be
a major player in GCs-induced transactivation [61].
Therefore, HDAC involvement in GR-mediated tran-
scription seems to have genome-wide effects and the
final outcome should be carefully considered.

Glucocorticoids actions in the immune and
neuroendocrine system

The neuroendocrine system regulates the immune
response through several pathways, including the
HPA axis, the hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid axis,
the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis, and the
hypothalamic-growth hormone axis [62]. The con-
nection between the neuroendocrine system and the
immune system provides a finely tuned regula-
tory mechanism for homeostasis. Signaling from the
immune system to the HPA axis was first reported
almost thirty years ago, when IL-1 was the first
cytokine to be identified as an afferent signal mediating
immunoregulatory feedback through the neuroen-
docrine system [63, 64]. Nowadays, many cytokines
are known to share this property with IL-1, such
as IL-2, IL-3, IL-6, IL-8, IL-11, IL-12, TNF and

GM-CSF [64]. Thus, immune-derived products, such
as cytokines, regulate neuroendocrine mechanisms, on
one hand; while hormones, neurotransmitters, and neu-
ropeptides modulate the outcome of a specific immune
response, on the other [65, 66]. As a consequence
of such a strong connection between these two sys-
tems, deregulation of the HPA axis or impairments in
GCs actions affecting their availability and function
are associated to the development of enhanced suscep-
tibility to infection and inflammatory or autoimmune
diseases [67–69].

The importance of GR in regulating the immune
response has already been highlighted. GCs have been
used as therapeutic drugs for autoimmune, inflam-
matory and allergic diseases for many years now in
spite of their side effects. GCs side effects are gen-
erally associated to GR transactivation mechanism,
since induction of bone, glucose and lipid metabolism-
related genes relies on GR ability to positively regulate
gene expression [5, 49]. Novel approaches to replace
GCs in the treatment of such diseases involve the
search for the so-called dissociated GR ligands [11,
70, 71]. As dissociated ligands, they are expected to
possess the anti-inflammatory effects of classic GCs
with no effect on bone, glucose or lipid metabolism.
In this context, non-steroidal dissociated GR ligands
are actively sought after, with preferential binding to
GR against other steroid receptors and no interference
with the steroidogenic pathway and steroid clearance
that regulate GCs actions in target tissues [71]. Some of
these non-steroidal GR ligands have proven to be effec-
tive in the treatment of autoimmune diseases such as
collagen-induced arthritis, experimental autoimmune
encephalomyelitis and experimental autoimmune
neuritis [71].

GCs secreted to the periphery by the adrenal gland
also signal back to the paraventricular nucleus (PVN)
of the hypothalamus, the anterior pituitary and also
the hippocampus, to negatively regulate the activation
of the HPA axis in a GR-dependent manner. Pituitary
corticotropes and PVN represent the primary feed-
back sites for endogenous GCs released during stress.
However, the effect of GCs on information processing
at the hippocampus may also result in adaptation of
behavioral patterns, affecting the state of the HPA axis
[72]. In this way, GCs decrease their own circulating
levels through down-regulation of the HPA axis activa-
tion. Ultimately, this GR-mediated negative feedback
loop maintains GCs levels under normal physiological
conditions [73]. Interestingly, GR abnormal function
appears to play a key role in pathophysiological condi-
tions related to the HPA axis activity. Due to impaired
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GR activity, GCs fail to exert negative feedback at
the HPA axis. Consequently, GCs circulating levels
remain high after stress and homeostasis is compro-
mised. Such deregulation of the HPA axis has been
associated to psychiatric disorders, and in particu-
lar major depression. Most depressed patients usually
exhibit hyperactivity of the HPA axis and hypercholes-
terolemia [1, 73, 74].

Taking these considerations into account, GR
malfunction has obvious functional consequences
regarding both immune and neuroendocrine responses.
In this context, the study of the molecular mechanisms
implicated in the modulation of GR activity emerges
as a field of utmost importance.

POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONS
OF THE GLUCOCORTICOID RECEPTOR:
IMMUNE AND NEUROENDOCRINE
IMPLICATIONS

Given the fact that GR is ubiquitously expressed,
different mechanisms have arisen to ensure specific
responses to GCs depending on the target tissue. GCs
secreted in response to stress reach different target
organs, allowing the synchronization of body func-
tions to efficiently develop stress-coping responses,
including recovery and adaptation. Differences in lig-
and bioavailability, GR expression levels and cofactor
availability contribute to GCs tissue-specific effects
[75]. As previously stated, chromatin accessibility of
GR to its responsive genes also appears to be crit-
ical for cell-specific outcome following exposure to
GCs [33, 34]. However, it has recently gained interest
the occurrence of GR protein isoforms and its post-
translational modifications (PTMs) as crucial players
in GR signaling upon ligand binding.

GR heterogeneity at the transcriptional and post-
transcriptional levels arises from the existence of
alternative splicing variants and alternative translation
initiation sites, respectively [76]. Polymorphisms at the
sequence level with an impact on GR activity have also
been described, and could explain, in part, individual
differences in health, disease and GCs treatment [77].

PTMs play a critical role in regulating protein
stability, structure, function, intracellular localiza-
tion and protein – protein interactions determining
the final outcome of cellular processes. In partic-
ular, GR has been reported to be target of many
PTMs that include phosphorylation, acetylation, ubiq-
uitination and small ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO)
conjugation.

Phosphorylation of GR has been shown to be critical
for its activation. Many target phosphorylation residues
have been characterized up to date-murine GR bears
eight phosphorylation sites, while only five experimen-
tally confirmed phosphorylation sites were reported
on human GR-, mainly positioned in the N-terminal
domain. Phosphorylation at each residue has a specific
effect on GR activity that can be either positive or nega-
tive [7]. It was demonstrated that GR is phosphorylated
in a hormone-dependent manner [78] and that differen-
tially phosphorylated GR species show specific intra-
cellular sub-localization [79]. Intriguingly, specific GR
phosphorylated forms were differentially recruited to
promoters of target genes and selectively regulated
their expression. In addition, phosphorylation status
of individual residues seems to have different impact
depending on the target gene under analysis [80, 81].
Recently, it was described that GR phosphorylation
occurs not only in a hormone-dependent manner but
also, previous to hormone binding, as a consequence of
cellular stress, therefore regulating GR response upon
ligand stimulation. This newly described mechanism
suggests that cellular history prior to GCs signal-
ing, measured by phosphorylation of the GR, has an
impact on the regulation of its target genes [82]. In
addition, GR protein stability has been shown to be
dependent on its phosphorylation state, since phospho-
rylation mutants displayed increased protein stability
and decreased sensitivity to ligand-induced reduction
in protein levels [83]. Therefore, phosphorylation reg-
ulates crucial aspects of GCs signaling through its
functional impact on GR activity. In this regard, phos-
phorylation of GR was shown to be altered due to
stress. In a chronic mild stress model of depression,
GR phosphorylation was reduced in the prefrontal
cortex together with the expression of GR target
genes, suggesting one plausible explanation for this
latter observation. In this same work, antidepressant
treatment decreased GR phosphorylation observed
in stressed rats compared to control, rendering GR
phosphorylation a putative target for antidepressant
actions [84]. In line with these results, it was demon-
strated that GR phosphorylation patterns as well as
hippocampal neurogenesis were altered by treatment
with antidepressants in a hippocampal progenitor
cell line [85]. Interestingly, during inflammation,
stimulation through pro-inflammatory signals culmi-
nates in the activation of AP-1 and NF-kB, together
with other relevant inflammatory TFs, which in turn
induce the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines,
chemokines, and adhesion molecules, to propagate cel-
lular inflammation. Activation of such inflammatory
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pathways involves the participation of kinases as medi-
ators. Remarkably, these same kinases (like JNK, p38
and extracellular-signal regulated kinases -ERK-) are
involved in modulation of GR activity through phos-
phorylation. At the same time, GR regulates activation
of these pathways by modulating the activity of the
kinases, thus contributing to the complexity of the land-
scape [7]. Moreover, chaperones complexes and coreg-
ulators are also targeted by phosphorylation, which
alters their functions and thus impacts on GR activity
[86–88].

Like other nuclear receptors belonging to the same
superfamily such as the estrogen and androgen recep-
tors, the GR is acetylated in lysine residues within
its DNA binding domain. Deacetylation of GR by
HDAC2 was found to be necessary for GR transrepres-
sion of NF-kB, suggesting that GR deacetylation may
be a prerequisite for its repressive action on NF-kB-
mediated gene expression [89]. In particular, HDAC2
levels were found to be critical for GCs response in
patients suffering from a chronic inflammatory disease,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Primary alveo-
lar macrophages from these patients, insensitive to GCs
anti-inflammatory actions, presented low HDAC2 pro-
tein levels. Consistently, over-expression of HDAC2
in these cultures restored GCs sensitivity [89], point-
ing to a key role for HDAC2 and GR acetylation
in the regulation of inflammatory immune responses.
However, acetylation/deacetylation of GR was found
to be relevant not only for transrepression but also
for transactivation, since the HAT protein CLOCK
repressed GR transcriptional activity by acetylating
GR target lysine residues [90]. Together with GR, other
proteins directly or indirectly regulating GR activ-
ity are modified by acetylation. In this context, the
most relevant target of acetylation is Hsp90. It was
demonstrated that Hsp90 acetylation regulates its inter-
action with client proteins, including co-chaperones
such as p23 and FKBP52 [91], and its deacetylation
by HDAC6 is critical for GR complex maturation,
since HDAC6-deficient cells showed defective GR lig-
and binding, nuclear translocation and transcriptional
activation [92]. In line with these results, the lack of
HDAC6 results in deregulation of GR-Hsp90 com-
plex assembly/disassembly and thus GR activity [93].
Finally, histone acetylation also plays a critical role in
GR-mediated regulation of responsive genes. As pre-
viously described, histone acetylation/deacetylation is
crucial for both GR-mediated transactivation and tran-
srepression.

The ubiquitin/proteasome pathway has also been
shown to play a critical role in GR activity. In fact, GR

was found to be a ubiquitin target itself. Proteasome
inhibition leads to decreased ligand-induced GR pro-
tein down-regulation and enhanced GR transcriptional
activity [94, 95]. In support of these findings, mutation
of the ubiquitin-target lysine within the PEST motif
– these motifs are associated to protein degradation
by proteasome [96] – mimics the effect of proteasome
inhibition, rendering GR protein levels independent of
ligand-induced degradation and enhancing GR tran-
scriptional activity as well [94, 97]. In addition,
proteasome inhibition alters GR nuclear trafficking
together with GR binding to the nuclear matrix [95].
Interestingly, inhibition of proteasome activity affects
GR-target gene expression not only by altering GR
proteasomal degradation but also by modulating his-
tone methylation and RNA polymerase II association
with chromatin as it was shown at the MMTV activated
gene [98]. Therefore, a link between chromatin struc-
ture and proteasome activity at GR target genes arises
as a plausible explanation for proteasome regulation of
GR activity, beyond proteasome-mediated GR degra-
dation [98, 99]. Proteasome components are also found
at the MMTV promoter regulating rapid GR exchange
at this site, pointing to the proteasome as a regulator
of hormone sensing and fine-tuning of GR responses
to variable conditions [100].

However, proteasome-mediated degradation of GR
appears to be a cell-type-dependent regulatory mech-
anism. In this respect, conflicting results have been
obtained from in vitro and in vivo studies in matur-
ing and developing neurons regarding the effects
of GCs on GR protein levels [101–103]. Under
chronic GCs exposure, GR protein levels are not
altered in a hippocampal context by hormone-induced
down-regulation [102]. Proteasome dependence is
recovered when over-expressing the C-terminus of
Hsc70-interacting protein (CHIP), an E3 ubiquitin lig-
ase, which in turn alters GR transactivation activity
[104, 105]. Therefore, these results suggest that rela-
tive abundance of an E3 ligase might confer differential
GR sensitivity in a neuronal context. Interestingly,
CHIP is a component of the Hsp90 hetero-complex
[104] and also targets Hsp90 for proteasomal degrada-
tion [106–108], consequently regulating GR activity
[104].

Together with GR, nuclear receptor coregulators
are also subjected to regulation by the ubiquitin/
proteasome pathway [109]. Interestingly, components
of the ubiquitin/proteasome pathway have also been
described to act as nuclear receptor coregulators them-
selves, thereby providing a new link between nuclear
receptors and the proteasome/ubiquitin pathway [99].
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Tightly linked to ubiquitination, SUMO conjuga-
tion has also been found to play an important role
in modulating GR transcriptional activity. SUMO
conjugation is an enzymatic reversible reaction that
involves the covalently addition of a SUMO pep-
tide to a variety of target proteins [110]. Substrate
modification by SUMO attachment has a wide range
of consequences that include alterations in protein-
protein interaction, protein intracellular localization
and protein activity [111]. GR SUMO conjugation was
originally described more than a decade ago [112,
113], when GR was identified as a SUMO target. A
quantitative proteomic analysis identified later GR as
a SUMO target in cells subjected to heat-shock stress
[114], pointing to a possible role for GR SUMOylation
in the modulation of its transcriptional activity under
cellular stress conditions. GR bears three SUMOyla-
tion target sites; two of them reside in the N-terminal
domain within a so-called synergy control (SC) motif
that is critical for GR transactivation while the third one
lies within the LBD [115, 116]. SC motifs limit tran-
scriptional synergy of multiple DNA-bound regulators
at compound binding sites [117]. SUMO conjugation
at these sites in the GR N-terminal domain enhances
the ability of the SC motif to repress transcriptional
activation, pointing at SUMOylation as a regulatory
mechanism to control the output of GR transcriptional
activation and supporting a direct inhibitory function
for SUMO in this context [115, 116]. Based on these
results, it has been hypothesized that GR SUMOyla-
tion within its SC motif would affect recruitment of
corepressors and therefore transcriptional regulation of
down-stream genes [117, 118]. We have demonstrated
that the presence of a SUMOylation enhancer, RSUME
[119], uncovers a positive role for SUMO conjugation
to the LBD acceptor site in GR-mediated transcrip-
tional regulation [120]. Moreover, SUMOylation at
this residue appears to be critical for cofactor-mediated
GR activity, since its point mutation diminishes GRIP1
coactivator activity in transactivation assays while
it does not disrupt GR-GRIP1 interaction [120].
Interestingly, GRIP1, as many other coregulators, is
also subjected to SUMO modification, which finally
influences its nuclear receptor coactivation activity
[121].

A genome-wide analysis of GR SUMOylation
impact on gene expression revealed that both hormone
up- and down-regulated genes are affected by SUMO
modification of the GR. Remarkably, genes differen-
tially regulated by GR SUMOylation are significantly
related to proliferation and apoptosis pathways. In
addition, GR chromatin occupancy is also dependent

on GR SUMO modification in a target locus-selective
fashion [122].

Other components of the SUMO pathway also play
an important role in regulating GR activity. The E2-
conjugating enzyme of the SUMO pathway Ubc9 binds
to the GR [123] and modulates GR-mediated tran-
scription independently of its SUMOylation activity
[124, 125]. Members of the protein inhibitor of acti-
vated STAT (PIAS) family, known to be SUMO E3
ligases, regulate GR-mediated transcription as well,
acting both as coactivators and corepressors in a pro-
moter context-dependent manner [126]. In particular,
some PIAS family members were shown to alter GR
activity in a neuroblastoma cell line [127].

The relevance of SUMO conjugation in neuroen-
docrine and immune functions is currently under
thorough study, although its importance regarding GR
signaling pathway in these contexts is yet to be uncov-
ered. Since SUMOylation factors like RSUME are
induced under stress [119, 120], they might contribute
to fine-tune GR responses during stress adaptation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The neuroendocrine and immune systems are tightly
connected through multiple pathways that orchestrate
concerted responses. GCs, as the most downstream
effectors of the HPA axis, play a critical role in the com-
munication between these systems and preservation
of their homeostatic balance (Fig. 1). As a conse-
quence, abnormal GCs signaling results in the onset of
neuroendocrine and immune pathological conditions
that have mutual influence and modulate the response
of one another. Since GCs effects are mainly medi-
ated by GR, the development of therapeutic strategies
to overcome these conditions necessarily requires the
comprehensive understanding of the molecular mecha-
nisms underlying GR biological actions. In this regard,
PTMs arise as critical modulators of GR activity. GR is
subjected to PTMs that fine-tune its activity under cer-
tain circumstances (Fig. 1). Together with GR, other
proteins such as chaperones and coregulators involved
in GR-mediated responses are also targets of PTMs
and contribute to the final outcome of GCs signal-
ing. However, the relevance of these PTMs on GR
and proteins affecting GR activity should be carefully
analyzed taking into consideration the cellular con-
text. The occurrence of these PTMs contributes to the
development of tissue-specific responses. Therefore,
the study of the effect of PTMs in the neuroendocrine
and immune contexts is vital to the development
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Fig. 1. Homeostatic balance of the neuroendocrine and immune systems. GCs, as the most downstream effectors of the HPA axis, are key
mediators in the communication between the neuroendocrine and immune systems. GCs impact on both HPA-mediated stress responses and
immune responses. They exert their effects mainly through binding to the GR. Giving their wide range of actions, a series of molecular
mechanisms regulate GR activity to ensure GCs specificity and potency. These mechanisms include modulation of GR expression levels, GR
protein isoforms, cofactor availability, chromatin accessibility and PTMs. As such, PTMs play a crucial role in the regulation of GR activity and
comprise phosphorylation, acetylation, ubiquitination and SUMOylation.

of therapeutic approaches aimed at modulating GR
activity.
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